While this was a shorter week of camp, it was still jam packed with fun! The highlight was the carnival with its face painting, games, balloon animals, and the dunking (I think we have some future professional pitchers in the camp as I was dunked it seemed like every five seconds!). But as always, it’s the other pieces that for me are the most fun – seeing the progress the campers make at the pool, seeing the counselors who were once in Group 1 take such good care of their campers, seeing the campers smiling simply as they walk to their next activity as they enjoy being with one another and not having to walk in a perfectly straight line and in silence as is sometimes the case in school. Next week is Wet and Wacky week where we’ll bring back some of the favorite activities from last year, but where we also have some new games and surprises in store. The 4th week is the Talent Show – it’s on Friday afternoon starting at 1:30, so mark your calendars; it’s always a blast! A couple of other reminders – 1) Please check the lost and found in the dining hall – items seem to accumulate throughout the summer. 2) It’s worth checking your children for ticks; while we avoid the high grasses, these nuisances seem to find a way at times, and it’s worth being a bit vigilant in checking. Have a wonderful weekend everyone!

Groups of the Week
Congratualtions GROUP 1 & 7!!!!

Liam Ajmeri
Madison Dalewitz
Katie DeMeo
Ella Doan
Brooks Eichem
Juliet Freer
Eli Johnson
Zach Kaufman
Isaac Levinson
Brant Livezey
Evelyn O’Reilly
Ian Perez
Julia Perry
Lauren Perry
Katie Schied
Zach Schmukler

Hudson Underinner
Julia Whipple

Toshi Amagasu
Seamus Connors
Lucas Craig
Henry Eastburn
Lydia Eastburn
Ali Eckstein
Dylan Franklin
Zoe Horan
Ryan Howard
Lauren Richey
Isaac Rudnick
Samantha Silverman
Maya Thompson
Makenna Urbanek
Gavin Young
This week was FUNtastic!! We perfected our crafting skills with collaging in flex. We also had fun measuring ourselves with Legos. The kids could not get enough of the game “red rover” during sports! We had competitive races and had crazy dance parties in computers. In art we made many exotic animals out of clothes pins. In swim we worked on jumps and dives which was very exciting! The kids had a boat load of fun at the carnival, as they ran around and dunked their counselor’s in the dunk tank. We cannot wait for next week with loads of fun!!!!!!!)

Group 4

By Jonathan, Michael and Nicole

This week was so much fun. We started the day with swim time, and the kids continued to practice their different strokes, as well as play during free time. In flex, we played a variety of games from baseball to the tarp game, and in art the kids created beautiful clay animals. The kids put their engineering skills to the test by building roller coasters in science and they were able to choose between ultimate Frisbee, Westchester volleyball and collage. On Thursday, we spent the entire day at the Carnival, where the kids got their faces painted, enjoyed the water slide, and dunked their favorite counselors. In general, it was a great week, and we hope for many more fun weeks ahead!

Group 5

By Jacob Gleason

This week at camp was a blast. We had a fun time at all our activities we played kick the cone or sardines with Juliet. We also had super fun time with Jimmy at sports when playing dodge ball and hand ball. In art we tried something new with paper lanterns by making small hot air balloons out of them. In Science we were challenged with the task of making marble roller coasters with all sorts of different obstacles coming in our way, we learned to solve them instead of just quitting. In computers we played all our favorite games and even had some dance parties! In swim we continued our greatness and are feeling like we are ready for the Olympics! The best part of the week was the carnival! We all had an awesome time winning tickets and dunking Scott! A bunch of us got matching face paint to show off our group 5 SWAG! We cannot wait for wet and whacky week next week. It is sure to be a fun and eventful week! ;)

Group Two

By: Joey Franklin

This week was what we’ve created is a good page.
This week was a lot of fun! In swimming with Britta, we continued to work on our fundamental strokes (freestyle, backstroke, elementary backstroke, and breast stroke) and some of us worked on our flip turns. In art we had a blast while working on our art skills with Lauren. In sports we have been enjoying new tag games with Jimmy and Paul. In computers we had a fantastic time jamming out with Petito! In science we have been learning about motion and making rollercoasters with Dan. In flex with Paul and Juliette we have enjoyed perfecting our whiffle ball skills. We are looking forward to the carnival tomorrow. It’s going to be a blast! We also can’t wait for next week.

DON’T BE AFRAID TO ASK FOR MORE CAMP!!

We do have space available in some groups (3 & 4). If you’ve had fun this week and want to add more, don’t be afraid to ask. Talk to Scott and let’s see if we can figure it out.
IT'S NEVER TOO EARLY!!!

If you enjoy spending your summers with us, it’s never too early to start thinking about attending school here. If you would like some information, please talk to Scott.

Group 1

By Jackson, Emma, Paige & Eli

This week, we had a blast! In computers, we played lots of cool games such as Race Cars, Paw Patrol, Bubble Guppies, and Icy Towers. Zach Schmuckler said “Computers is my favorite activity this week because I love the ‘Team Umizoomi’ games.” In Science, we measured ourselves with Legos. We made a ton of funny animals using paper and clothespins in art this week. Everyone has been greatly improving in swim. Now more than half of the children are able to swim on their own. Katie Schied said that “swimming was my favorite part of week two because I love swimming in the deep end of the pool.” In sports we played four corners. In Flex, we played Ten-Ten Double-Ten with Juliet. During Rest, we watched “The Magic School Bus” and played Red Rover. We always have lots of fun listening and dancing to music (especially Kidz Bop), and playing with our new friends! We can’t wait to play games and have fun this week’s carnival!

CIT Brief

This week we all have had a great second week at camp. We started off the week with many fun team building activities some of which were, difficult and tested our communication skills. On Thursday we had our annual camp carnival (which we helped with the tickets and candy bags.) On Friday we had our first CIT fieldtrip at a rope course, which was incorporated with our team building skills that we have been working on all this week and last. Julie has been a wonderful CIT trainer so far, and has helped us with key skills that can prepare us to become soon to be counselors. All of us can’t wait for next week and our upcoming field trip to Dutch Springs.

- Sam Finch and Avery Catalono
**Group 6**

By: Jackson Laing, Ryan Eichem, and Connor Perry

This week was awesome! In swimming, we worked on flip turns and played underwater hockey during free time. In art we made some ridiculous board games, which were amazing! In science we made the marble runs including flips and tricks! In computers we played lots of TM nations, roblox and even made our own music videos. WE love jamming out to Ryan Addis’s music. In sports with Jimmy and Paul we played dodgeball. We had a blast. The carnival was a blast for everyone!!! This is group 6, and we approve this message.

**Group 7**

By: Gavin, Isaac and Toshi

We had a great week at camp! Westchester volleyball was a highlight for many members of the group. Though we couldn’t use the pool, we enjoyed the carnival. We enjoyed playing several activities with the CIT’s. A highlight for the boys in computers class was TM Nations. Servers were available every day, and some group members designed tracks that were quite infuriating. In art we designed some amazing hot air balloons. Finally, in science there were some very hard marble run design competitions. The week was an overall enjoyable experience.
Carnival Candids